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Abstract

Most of stable elements (about eighty) have two and more stable (non-radioactive) isotopes. The

physical properties of materials composed of such elements depend on the isotopic abundance in

some extent. Remarkably strong isotope effect is observed in the phonon thermal conductivity,

the principal mechanism of heat conduction in nonmetallic crystals. An isotopic disorder due to

random distribution of the isotopes in the crystal lattice sites results in a rather strong phonon

scattering and, consequently, in a reduction of thermal conductivity. In this paper we present

new results of accurate and precise measurements of thermal conductivity κ(T ) for silicon single

crystals having three different isotopic compositions at temperatures T from 2.4 to 420 K. The

highly enriched crystal containing 99.995% of 28Si, which is one of the most perfect crystal ever

synthesized, demonstrates the thermal conductivity about 450 Wcm−1K−1at 24 K, the highest

measured value among bulk dielectrics, which is ten times greater than one for its counterpart

natSi with the natural isotopic constitution. For highly enriched crystal 28Si and crystal natSi the

measurements were performed for two orientations [001] and [011], a magnitude of the phonon

focusing effect on thermal conductivity was determined accurately at low temperatures. The κ(T )

measured in this work gives the most accurate approximation of the intrinsic thermal conductivity

of single crystal silicon which is determined solely by the anharmonic phonon processes and diffusive

boundary scattering over a wide temperature range.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In a number of semiconductor crystals with natural isotopic compositions of elements, the

thermal resistivity due to isotope scattering of phonons adds sizably to the total resistivity

at room temperature, and may dominate strongly over others at low temperatures (see, e.g.,

surveys in [1, 2]). Experimental studies showed that the isotope effect on thermal conductiv-

ity for crystals with natural isotopic abundances amounts to 50% for diamond [3–6], 20% for

germanium [7, 8], about 10% for silicon [9–11], and 5% for GaAs [12] at room temperature.

In chemically pure and defect-free crystals, the magnitude of the isotope effect depends on

the rates of isotope scattering and anharmonic phonon-phonon scattering, the latter are

intrinsic scattering processes which govern thermal conductivity at high temperatures.

The phonon scattering induced by isotopic disorder in crystal lattice is a relatively sim-

ple phenomena, and its scattering rate can be calculated reliably in many cases, especially

for the normal (‘non-quantum’) crystals [13–15]. For this reason the experimental data on

the isotope effect in thermal conductivity is used commonly to validate different theoretical

models of heat conduction in crystals. They include various modifications of the Callaway

theory [16] based on the Boltzmann transport equation and formulated within a single-mode

relaxation time approximation [5, 8, 16–19], new ab initio Boltzmann transport approaches

[20–25]. In theoretical calculations the estimation of the phonon-phonon scattering processes

is an especially challenging task (see, for example, Refs. [23, 26–28]). In this respect, exper-

imental data on thermal conductivity of single-isotope crystal are the most valuable since

they represent almost solely the phonon-phonon processes over a wide temperature range.

The most accurate measurements of thermal conductivity for isotopically modified single

crystal silicon have been performed in Refs. [9, 11]. The isotopic enrichment of the crystal

studied in Ref. [9] was low, 99.896% 28Si, and the temperature interval of measurements was

restricted within 80–300 K. In Ref. [11] the enrichment was higher, 99.983% 28Si and κ(T )

was measured in a much wider temperature range from 0.5 to 300 K. The coincidence of the

data for 28Si and natSi at low temperatures proved the consistency of the data obtained in

that work [11].
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In this paper we report on thermal conductivity measurements of silicon single crystals

with three different isotopic compositions and orientations including the most perfect nowa-

days single crystal silicon highly enriched up to 99.995% with the isotope 28Si. In this unique

crystal, grown under the Avogadro project [29], the isotopic scattering rate of phonon is re-

duced by 4 times as compare with that in enriched crystal 28Si studied in Ref. [11] and by

2500 times lower than in the crystal with natural isotopic abundance. The prime goals of

this work were the accurate and precise determination of the intrinsic thermal conductiv-

ity of silicon in a wide temperature range and the magnitude of phonon focusing effect in

thermal conductivity.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Single crystals of silicon with different isotopic composition were grown by the floating

zone process in Institute of Crystal Growth (IKZ, Berlin, Germany). The silicon boules were

dislocation free. Concentrations of electrically active impurities P and B were approximately

5×1015 cm−3 and 2×1014 cm−3, respectively, and of carbon and substitutional oxygen were

< 1 × 1016 cm−3 and 1.6 × 1014 cm−3, respectively, in the crystal 28SiB (see Ref. [30] for

details). The crystal 28SiA was cut from the parent crystalline boule number Si28-10Pr11

grown within the Avogadro project in 2007 [29, 31]. It had the concentration of carbon of

< 1× 1015 cm−3, of oxygen of . 4× 1014 cm−3, of all others impurities of < 1× 1014 cm−3,

and of vacancies of ∼ 3× 1014 cm−3. The isotopic parameters of these crystals are listed in

Table I. The dimensionless parameter

g2 =
∑
i

fi (∆Mi/M)2 (1)

characterizes the isotopic disorder. Here fi is the concentration of the i-th isotope, whose

mass Mi differs from the average mass M =
∑

i fi Mi by ∆Mi = Mi −M .

Rectangular silicon rods were cut from the ingots using a diamond saw. These rods had

approximately 4.35× 4.35 mm2 cross-section and length of about 40.0 mm. The rods were

subjected to hand lapping with an abrasive powder suspended in a water. The powder grit

size of 40 µm was used to lapping all rods surfaces to side dimension of 4.10 mm. The final

lapping was performed with 14 µm grit abrasive powder. The average surface roughness

amplitude Ra was measured to be 0.20–0.25 µm. Note that the sub-surface damage layer
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TABLE I. Characteristics of crystals. ∆N =| Nd−Na |, is the net concentration of the electrically

active impurities as estimated from the electrical resistivity at room temperature.

Crystal 28Si 29Si 30Si g2 type ρ ∆N

% % % 10−6 Ωcm 1012 cm−3

natSiA 92.223 4.685 3.092 200.7 p 2340 5.5

natSiB 92.223 4.685 3.092 200.7 n 1010 4.3

28SiA 99.995 0.0046 0.0004 0.08 p 1020 13

28SiB 99.92 0.07 0.01 1.40 n 7.4 600

with the strongly modified properties of silicon is estimated to be about as thick as the

abrasive grit size used [32]. The final side dimensions of the samples were 4.00± 0.005 mm.

The isotopic composition, orientation and dimensions of the samples are given in Table II.

TABLE II. Sample characteristics. L is the total sample length, LT is the distance between two

thermometers attached to a sample. Absolute error is 0.1 mm in the sample length, the value of

LT is known within 0.2–0.3 mm uncertainty.

Sample 28Si Axis L LT Tmax κmax

% mm mm K W cm−1K−1

natSiA100 92.223 [100] 40.0 27.3 22.3 45.5

natSiA110 92.223 [110] 40.0 28.2 23.9 43.8

natSiB100 92.223 [100] 39.5 26.8 22.3 45.7

28SiA100 99.995 [100] 38.5 26.7 24.1 451

28SiA110 99.995 [110] 40.2 26.3 25.3 420

28SiB100 99.92 [100] 39.5 27.7 24.5 280

Thermal conductivity was measured by the steady-state heat flow technique with two

thermometers and one heater. A thick film resistor with 6.3 × 3.2 × 0.55 mm3 dimensions

and room temperature resistance of 365 Ohm was used as a heater. It was glued to a

sample end with a silver-filled epoxy. The resistive thermometers Cernox CX-1050-SD (Lake

Shore Cryotronics, Inc.) were used for the temperature measurements. Thermometers were

calibrated in the International Temperature Scale of 1990 (ITS-90). Indium-faces copper
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clamps were used to attached the thermometers to a sample. The widths of contacts were

0.5–0.6 mm; the distance between two thermometers LT , more correctly called as a mean

separation between thermometer clamps, was about 27 mm (see Table II). Under steady

conditions the temperature difference between thermometers was controlled to be small,

0.002–0.8 K. The thermal length Lth, that is the length over which the temperature gradient

was established in a sample, was approximately by 4 mm smaller than the total length L. The

thermal conductivity measurements were performed in the range from 2.4 to 420 K. A multi-

layer radiation shield was mounted around the sample in order to reduce radiation heat loses

from the heater and sample at temperatures above 300 K. Small corrections to measured data

at these temperatures, which take into account the effect of remanent (residual) heat loses

were applied. The uncertainty in the absolute value of thermal conductivity is estimated

to be less than 2% over almost all temperature interval measured. The uncertainty in

determination of thermometers separation contributes substantially to this error. At high

temperatures, above approximately 300 K, an experimental error due to radiation heat loses

increases very rapidly with temperature. We estimate that this experimental error is . 2%

at 420 K.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Experimental data on the temperature dependence of thermal conductivity of natural

and enriched silicon crystals with [100] rod axis are shown in Fig. 1. Thermal conductivity

for three samples of natSi have been measured. Two of them originate from the same parent

crystal natSiA (see Table I), and have different orientation. All samples of natSi exhibit a very

normal κ(T ) dependence in over all temperature range studied. In Fig. 2, the comparison

of our experimental data for silicon of natural isotopic composition with the reference data

κref(T ) from Ref. [33] is shown. At low temperatures, where the κ(T ) depends on the sample

dimensions, the comparison is meaningless. At high temperatures, above 80 K, there is an

overall good agreement between the data. However, the difference, κ(T )/κref(T )− 1, shows

anomaly at 150 K. Since our highly accurate and precise data demonstrate a quite smooth

dependencies κ(T ), it appears that the reference data have a systematic error reaching 4%

within temperature interval 120 < T < 300 K.

The maximum value of thermal conductivity over all samples is obtained for the most
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FIG. 1. Thermal conductivity of silicon single crystals along [100] axis as a function of temperature.

Data for three crystals with different isotopic compositions are shown.

pure sample 28SiA100. It equals to 450 W cm−1K−1 at 24.1 K. This value is the highest

ever measured till now value for thermal conductivity of dielectrics at any temperature. The

previous record, κ = 410 W cm−1K−1 at 104 K, was set for the isotopically pure single

crystal diamond 12C(99.9%) [5].

All enriched crystals show a symmetric, single and sharp peak in κ(T ) at low temperatures

(see Fig. 1). This peak shape is rather contrasting with calculated dependencies κ(T ) which

were obtained using generalized Callaway models that rely on the assumption that phonons

of different polarizations independently contribute to the total conductivity [18, 19]. These

calculated κ(T ) demonstrate asymmetric and broad peaks arising from a large difference the

phonon velocities for different polarizations. A similar result was obtained for germanium
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FIG. 2. Thermal conductivity as a function of temperature for silicon samples of natural isotopic

composition. The lower panel: the relative difference between our data and the reference one [33].

in Ref. [8, 18].

In Fig. 3 the ratio of thermal conductivities of enriched crystals to that of natSiB100 as

a function of temperature is shown. At maximum the ratio attains 10, the temperature of

the maximum is about 24 K. The isotope effect (for the crystal with the natural isotopic

abundance) becomes almost zero at T < 2.5 K. On the other hand the effect decreases
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FIG. 3. The ratio of thermal conductivities of enriched crystals to that of natSiB100 as a function

of temperature.

at high temperatures being about 8 ± 1% at 298 K (see insert in Fig. 3). This value is

close to that (7–10%) found in Refs. [9–11]. At liquid nitrogen temperature (78 K) the

isotope effect accounts 75%. From the Figs. 1 and 3 it is seen that dependencies κ(T ) for

28SiA and 28SiB are the same within experimental errors at 60 < T < 420 K. This suggests

that thermal conductivity of silicon does not depends upon the isotopic composition at

concentration of isotope 28Si above 99.92%. That is the isotope scattering is much weaker

than the phonon-phonon scattering. Below 60 K the isotope scattering contribution to the

thermal conductivity in sample 28SiB increases sizably with decreasing temperature. At

40 K the thermal resistivity of 28SiB is about 12% higher than that of 28SiA due to this

scattering. Since the isotope scattering rate for 28SiB is 16 times the rate for 28SiA (see
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g2 values in Table I), this scattering appears to be unimportant in thermal conductivity of

28SiA above about 40 K.

The κ(T ) for the enriched crystals is very close to the cubic dependence at temperatures

below 10 K that is expected for the regime of purely diffusive boundary scattering of phonons.

Specifically we find that κ(T ) ∝ T n, where n = 2.97 ± 0.06 for the purest sample 28SiA.

The exponent n for natSi becomes equal to that for 28SiA below 2.5 K. Since the specific

heat of silicon crystal follows the cubic temperature dependence below 9 K [34, 35], our low

temperature data on κ(T ) for the sample 28SiA suggest that the phonon mean free path

reaches the maximum value determined only by the sample geometry and its orientation.

In Fig. 4 the dependencies of κ(T ) for two pairs of samples with different orientations are

shown. These data demonstrate the effect of phonon focusing on the thermal conductivity

of silicon. At temperatures near and below the thermal conductivity maximum the κ(T ) for

samples with [100] orientations is higher than that for [110] samples. The phonon focusing

effect is clearly seen for isotopically enriched silicon. This effect becomes sizable at T < 31 K,

and the ratio κ[100]/κ[110] stays nearly constant at 1.39 for temperatures below 14 K (the

right-hand insert in Fig. 4). For natSi the phonon focusing is also observed below 31 K, the

ratio κ[100]/κ[110] increases with decreasing of temperature down to ≈ 3.5 K; this ratio is

about 1.38 at 3 K and smaller than the value 1.43 measured in Ref. [36]. According to the

theory [37] the ratio κ[100]/κ[110] = 1.38 for the silicon samples with square cross section

and D/L = 0.1, and our values equal to this estimation within the experimental uncertainty.

The 3D-plot of thermal conductivity for silicon rod with square cross-section as a function of

orientation at fixed temperature in the boundary scattering regime is presented in left-hand

insert in Fig. 4. These data were calculated using the theoretical approach developed in Ref.

[38]. Above 31 K the conductivity is isotropic, as it must be for cubic crystals.

In Fig. 4 the experimental κ(T ) for natSi rod with smaller cross-section and orientation

[100] is shown (natSi100, Ref. [11]). As expected, it lies below the curve of its lager coun-

terpart 28SiA100 due to the higher rate of phonon boundary scattering in natSi100. The

conductivity of natSi100 is lower sizably than that of the lager rod even at temperatures up

to 80–100 K, much higher than 31 K, at which the focusing effect die out. It appears that

prerequisite of the phonon focusing effect in thermal conductivity is the long phonon mean

free path comparable or exceeding cross-section dimensions of a sample, and the absence of

phonon-phonon interactions.
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FIG. 4. The temperature dependencies of thermal conductivity for two pairs of samples with

different orientations and isotopic compositions. Open circles denote the data from Ref. [11] for

natSi oriented along [100] with small cross-section 2.00 × 3.12 mm2. The ratio of κ[100]/κ[110]

as a function of temperature is shown in the right-hand insert. The left-hand insert shows the

calculated orientation dependence of κ at fixed temperature in the boundary scattering regime.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the thermal conductivity of three crystals of silicon with different isotopic

composition has been measured accurately from 2.4 to 420 K. The isotope effect is 8± 1%

for silicon with natural isotopic composition at room temperature. Thermal conductivity of

single isotope crystal containing 99.995% of 28Si reaches the maximum of 450 W cm−1K−1 at

24 K, the highest value measured for dielectrics till now. This crystal shows nearly exact T 3
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dependence of κ(T ) at temperatures below approximately 10 K. At temperatures near and

below the conductivity maximum the thermal conductivity of silicon rod with orientation

[100] is higher than that of the rod with orientation [110] due to the phonon focusing effect.

From the precise data obtained in this work it appears that the reference data values on

κ(T ) for single crystal silicon with natural isotopic composition near 150 K are inconsistent

with the rest of the data within about 4% below 300 K. Our measured κ(T ) for highly

enriched silicon 28Si provides a most accurate approximation of the true temperature de-

pendence of thermal conductivity of silicon governed solely by the intrinsic phonon-phonon

scattering processes at temperatures from near the conductivity maximum to 420 K. The

experimental data of this work, including the dependencies on isotope concentration and

crystal orientation, provide a solid base for the verification of modern quantitative theories

for the heat transport in dielectrics.
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